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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

_Bahasa Indonesia_ has been heavily influenced by other languages. English language is one of the most influential and dominant languages in the world and it has influenced _Bahasa Indonesia_ very much. As a global language, English is supposed more prestigious than other languages. Thus, someone who speaks using it is considered as more sociable and modern too (Crystal, 2002).

Many educated people in Indonesia often use English words when they speak _Bahasa Indonesia_. Even many buildings or clubs in Indonesia are branded on English language in order to make it more international and modern.

In Indonesia, there are many communities that have certain identity and significant characteristics, especially on language use. It can found that many public figures mix English and _Bahasa Indonesia_ when they have a speech or being interviewed. On newsletter and magazine, it is often found a code mixing.

Western lifestyle has imbued Indonesian people too. Many Indonesians, especially from young executive class in big cities, have western lifestyle in Indonesia. They not only adopt western lifestyle, but also its language too. Thus, they create new terms, both English and Indonesian used and understood by their own community.

Moamar Emka (2002) has depicted western lifestyle in Indonesia on his book, “*Jakarta: Undercover 2*”. He discusses much of the free sex life style and everything related with prostitution in Jakarta. Here are the examples of phenomena in the use of sexual terms written on English: _afternoon sex, nudies party, hostess club, erotic nurses party, guys trophy, guy nite and lesbian society, Melrose place hi-call girls, clubbing_, etc. The use of English language makes the writer interested studying the
use of them.

B. Problem Statements

The problems in this research are as follows:

1. What kind of sexual register are usually used by ‘nite society’?
2. What are the stages of meaning of sexual register on “Jakarta: Undercover 2”?
3. How is the use of sexual English terms on “Jakarta: Undercover 2”?

C. Objectives of the Study

The writer wants to present the following objective:

1. To identify the kind or of sexual register used by “nite society”.
2. To identify the stage meaning of sexual register used on “Jakarta: Undercover 2”.
3. To identify the use of sexual English register on “”.

D. Benefit of the Study

The writer hopes that this research gives useful both theoretically and practically.

1. Theoretically
   a. The result of this research can be another side of accumulated ideas on register especially in sociolinguistics study
   b. The result of this research can be used as the references for those who want to conduct a research in sociolinguistics study

2. Practically
   a. This research provides for students a better way for sociolinguistics study,
b. The results will help students in increasing knowledge on sociolinguistics study.

E. Paper Organization

This paper has five chapters. Chapter one is introduction. It includes background of study, problem statement, objective of the study, benefit of the study, and paper organization.

Chapter two is underlying theory. It includes previous study, sociolinguistics, registers, and theory of meaning.

Chapter three is research method. It includes types of research, source of data, object of research, technique of data collection, and technique of data analysis.

Chapter four is research result and discussion. It has two subchapter; they are data analysis and discussion of finding. Data analysis includes kind of sexual register, stage of sexual register meaning, and use of sexual register. Discussion and finding include type of register, level of meaning, and use of register.

Chapter five is conclusion, implication, and suggestion.